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You can also get professional PR staff when creating a white paper. The objective is to educate, inform, and
convince, not to geekspeak or marketspeak the reader to death. We love stories because they trigger the
emotional part of our brain; we can empathise with characters in stories and feel as if we were in their place.
Take a breather, grab a cup of coffee and get prepared. In doing so, you can use thematically related content to
create awareness of your white paper. You should, therefore, include a compelling story or case study in your
white paper. Conclusion -- A one-paragraph summary of why the product is the best solution to the problem.
Avoid obfuscatory language, or what one white paper author calls "hidden assumptions. Types of white papers
Marketing must be target oriented â€” this generally applicable rule is also valid for white papers in the
commercial sector. For example, set yourself a goal to complete section 1 by lunch. Try out something like
PomodoroTime , an app that helps you manage your day Listen to music! While this is not the place to
describe how the product solves the problem, the section is oriented so that the reader will be able to
understand the product's application to the problem. Tell them what you told them. Provision and benefits The
finished white paper should be available for free download on the homepage as a PDF. One white paper author
suggests thinking of your audience as investors, and that's not a bad way to approach writing the paper. You
should always ensure your statistics come from a respectable source such as industry analysts, research from
independent organisations and government agencies. It helps you focus your thoughts and, when
well-constructed, will make the actual writing of the white paper very easy. Been swayed by a slating
comment on Amazon? I swear by Spotify. Get our free template Len Williams Len was the first full time
writer to join the company, and speaks three languages four if you include 'Microsoft'. Remember the old
training aphorism: Tell them what you're going to tell them. For example, Google evaluates long, specialized
texts better than concentrated, short advertising messages. Offer them a solution â€” via your white paper â€”
which will help them understand more about the world, more about your market and more about the options
out there. Have you ever looked up restaurant reviews on Google? Do a search on the phrase "white paper"
and read a few. In general, white papers are more effective than conventional advertising messages. B2B
business-to-business white papers are often used to generate sales leads, establish thought leadership , make a
business case, or inform and persuade prospective customers, channel partners, journalists, analysts, or
investors. Do they want simple how-to steps, or do they want a detailed technical guide? In marketing, a white
paper is therefore conceived as an alternative advertising format, which does not use the conventional,
rhetorical, stylistic means of advertising. At the beginning, you can also refer to why you are qualified to solve
or improve the actual situation â€” without drifting into advertising, of course. It's a marketing document and a
technical document, yet it doesn't go too far in either direction. Use plain English, no matter how much
someone insists on using more technical language. This way, anyone can benefit from your expertise, and you
can generate additional traffic for your site. However, a distinction should be made between regular
advertising expenditure and the compilation of a white paper, as a substantiated document creates long-term
value for the company, who can then benefit from it in several ways. A professional appearance is just as
important to a white paper as well-prepared content. They require a deep understanding both of a product's
technology and of its application in solving a technical business problem. In this form of the white papers, you
can formulate your concerns extensively so that the addressees can get a comprehensive picture of the
situation and your solution strategy. The synopsis is all about structuring your ideas. How the Product Solves
the Problem -- How the application of the product solves the problem. Thus, white papers published online
have a positive effect on the ranking of your company website. Also scribble down some ideas about what
your reader is looking for. Their goal is to create links with the right online presence. Be straightforward and
succinct. Learning how to write a technical white paper?


